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Geography Grade 4 and Grade 7

Using Primary and Secondary Sources as Tools for
Finding Interesting Historical Details About Your City
or Neighborhood
MAPS
John Charles Olmsted wanted his park and boulevard system to touch every body of water in the
Seattle area. Using the Olmsted Park map that is included in this unit (MAP #1), identify which bodies
of water border which Olmsted parks.
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DOCUMENTS /LETTERS/PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE
When John C. Olmsted was in Seattle planning the park and boulevard system, he wrote letters home
to his wife Sophie every day. He also talked to newspaper reporters and wrote official reports. He
often described special qualities about Seattle that he wanted to be sure that residents and visitors
could see from the parks. Using the primary sources that are included with this unit, DOCUMENTS #1:
OLMSTED DOCUMENTS, list four of the natural resources of Seattle that John Olmsted wrote about
in the letters to his wife or in his survey reports?

1.
2.
3.
4.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Activity #1
Historians often use photographs to learn more about a specific person, event, or period of time. Review the photographs that are included with this unit (PHOTOS #1) and identify the natural resources
in each photograph that the people of Seattle were most proud at the turn of the century.
PHOTO 1
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PHOTOGRAPHS: Activity #2
After the Olmsted Brothers firm was hired to plan Seattle’s park system, John Charles Olmsted conducted a survey of the city. He wanted residents and visitors to be able to view and appreciate the
amazing natural resources that this area had to offer from the park and boulevard sites that he chose.
Look at the set of photos that are included with this unit (PHOTOS #3), study the historical photo of
each Park, and identify what it was that Olmsted wanted visitors to see from this site.
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PHOTOGRAPHS: Activity #3
Using the same set of photographs (PHOTOS #3), study the current photo of each Park and identify
what changes there are to the original views from this park. Are the changes human-made or natural?
Do you think Olmsted would have selected this site if this is what he saw in 1903?
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